Small current grounding system has always existed problem of grounding fault line selection, and the traditional line selection methods only consider one or several kinds of fault data, result in inexact line selection, so we use big data method of higher accuracy for fault line selection.
INTRODUCTION
At present, the small current grounding mode is widely adopted in the neutral point of domestic and international medium voltage distribution network, so as to avoid tripping when the single-phase grounding fault occurs, and the power supply is interrupted. For small current grounding fault, due to weak current and unstable fault arc and stochastic factors, ground fault line selection is difficult. 1 The traditional line selection methods consider only one or several fault characteristic data, and the accuracy of line selection is low, which cannot meet the demand of fault line selection in distribution network.
With the development of smart grid, a large number of intelligent monitoring devices are applied to all aspects of the distribution network, resulting in a large number of different types of data. 2 It includes all kinds of electrical data produced by the real-time When the method of large data fault line selection is adopted, and a neural network model is needed. A large amount of data is used as input, and the fault line is used as output to carry out data mining and model training. Due to the use of a variety of fault information, this method can effectively improve the small current grounding system fault line selection accuracy, has important significance to improve the automation level of distribution network. 3 But the data dimension is usually pretty high, and there is always noise, so the data mining results in the problem of insufficient precision and long time. The effective method to solve this problem is to reduce the original data dimension. This method consists of two parts: fault feature data extraction and correlation analysis, and it can greatly improve the accuracy and operation speed.
FAULT FEATURE EXTRACTION
Fault feature extraction is a kind of characteristic data extracted from initial data, which has important physical or statistical significance, and can reduce the original data dimension effectively. Because the original data, especially the electrical data dimension is pretty high, the amount of data is too large, and contains some useless information, so it is necessary to extract features and extract useful data for analysis.
There are many methods for fault feature extraction. In order to ensure the validity of the extracted data, the traditional line selection method is usually used to determine the feature data to be extracted. In the fault line selection, using different numbers represent different types of faults, calculating the phase voltage drops by using voltage PMS before and after failure ratio, to calculate the wavelet packet energy of zero sequence current for each outlet by using the dB15 basis function, decomposition level three and fourth scale energy function, recorded throughout the zero sequence current amplitude and phase angle, the amplitude and polarity of the five harmonic component of zero sequence current are extracted, calculate energy function. 4 These fault characteristics are variables derived from the traditional empirical methods that have important implications for line selection results. Using the above data as the fault feature data can effectively reduce dimensionality.
MAXIMAL INFORMATION COEFFICIENT (MIC) Brief Introduction of MIC

Maximum information coefficient (MIC)
is an effective measure to analyze the degree of association between large amounts of data. It is an algorithm based on mutual information technology with high reliability. 5 MIC can effectively measure the relationship between two data items, which provides the basis for further data mining.
MIC has universality and fairness: universality refers to that it is not only suitable for the correlation function but is also applicable to non-correlation function, which is not only suitable for the linear correlation but is also applicable to nonlinear correlation; fairness refers to two different functions are affected by the same noise when their MIC value remained the same, namely the effect of noise on MIC is independent of the functional relationship between variables. 6 When the number of samples is large enough, fairness and generality of MIC can guarantee it can capture a variety of complex hidden correlation, but not limited to the specific functional form, known as the association in twenty-first Century.
Using MIC to analyze the degree of correlation between fault characteristic data and fault line, further eliminating the useless data and reducing the dimension can effectively improve the line selection accuracy and operation speed of the large data model. 7 
Brief Introduction of MIC Principle
In general, we use the Shannon entropy to measure the amount of information contained in random variables, defined as follows:
Among them, pi represents the occurrence probability of event i, Set two kind of ground methods: the neutral point grounding and grounding by arc suppression coil system; fault types were AG, BG and CG in three cases; setting of fault angle were 0 degrees, 45 degrees, 90 degrees; setting the fault resistance were 0, 10, 50 Omega; cycle circulating model and have 1350 sets of fault information.
Fault Feature Extraction
During the simulation, each line generates 225 sets of fault data, and uses MATLAB to process the fault record data to extract useful feature data.
Extract the following 14 fault characteristic data: fault type, fault phase voltage drop, zero sequence current amplitude and phase angle of fault, wavelet packet energy of each line zero sequence current, zero sequence current five harmonic amplitude and direction of the fault, the first half wave amplitude and polarity, energy function after the failure, characteristics of transient zero mode current (SFB) amplitude and polarity, zero sequence current amplitude and phase angle of the installation position of FTU. According to each line, the fault characteristic variable is obtained and normalized.
So there are 14 important fault characteristics are extracted from the original electrical data. It can greatly reduce the dimensionality of the input data as big data neural networks and the dimensionality reduction of the data is effectively carried out.
Relevance Study
MIC algorithm is used to study the correlation degree between fault characteristic data and fault line. Each fault characteristic data is taken as a vector, and the line fault data is taken as another vector. 9 The MIC value of the two vectors is computed by MATLAB, and the average value of the 5 lines is calculated. The result is as follows: From the above results we can see that in the two kinds of grounding system, zero sequence current amplitude and phase angle, wavelet packet energy, the first half, the amplitude of transient zero mode current amplitude and polarity and amplitude of FTU were fault characteristic variables with large line fault correlation. This result is consistent with the advantages and disadvantages of the traditional line selection method.
In ungrounded systems, wavelet packet energy, the amplitude of the first half and the characteristics of transient zero mode current amplitude and polarity is the most important variable; and in the arc suppression coil grounding system, the first half of the amplitude and polarity of FTU is more important variables. 10 In the two grounding systems, the fault type and the first half wave polarity are all the fault characteristic variables which are less correlated with the line fault, and can be eliminated in data processing and further dimensionality reduction. Thus there are only 12 fault characteristic variables.
Research on Model Accuracy and Operation Speed
Use data mining platform SPSS Modeler to build large data line selection model. The fault characteristic vectors are used as input data, and the fault lines are used as output data. A neural network is set up, and the parameters of the neural network are set up, and the neural network is trained. Observe running results and record.
In order to verify the method can effectively reduce the dimension of data and improve the accuracy and speed of fault line selection, we add several independent fault feature variables: three, seven harmonic current of zero sequence current amplitude and polarity, the wavelet packet energy of zero sequence current for each outlet by using the dB15 basis function, decomposition level three and first, second, third and fifth scale energy function. With 14 kinds of fault feature variables plus an original, there are 22 kinds of fault feature variables.
And there are 12 kinds of fault feature variables after using the method of dimension reduction mentioned above. The 22 and 12 fault characteristic variables are used as inputs to the neural network respectively, radial basis functions are used as the core functions, so a neural network model is established to verify the model accuracy and speed of operation. The results are as follows: We can see from the table above that by using the method introduced in this paper after dimensionality reduction, the number of fault feature variables significantly reduced, the establishment of large data network when the neural network model has the advantages of a more simple structure, construction and faster operation speed, and the accuracy is further improved, but both of them are pretty accurate, of course. So this method is effective enough.
CONCLUSION
The data of distribution network fault line needs to carry on data dimensionality reduction to improve the data mining model of line selection accuracy and calculation speed. Firstly extract important fault features from the original data, and then use MIC to analyze the degree of association between fault characteristics and faults, eliminate the irrelevant data. This method can reduce the high latitude fault line big data to 12 important fault feature variables. This method can be used to reduce the dimensionality of big data of the line selection effectively, improves the precision and speed of calculation data for fault line selection. It laid the foundation for further application of large data fault line selection.
